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‘Transformative change (...)	requires
changes in social	structures and
relations,	including addressing the
growing economic and political power of
elites and patterns of stratification (...)	
that can	lock people (...)	into
disadvantage and constrain their choices
and agency.’

‘[Requires]	both individual	agency and
collective action by societies’	

‘(...)	active citizenship with greater
agency of civil	society organizations and
social	movements.’	

‘It is clear that transformative change
involvesmultiple actors,	and
transparent and democratic political
processes.’

UNRISD,	2016	



‘Collective action requires a	consciousness of human agents
whose policies	or practices must be changed and a	“we”	who will
help to	bring the change about.’

W.	Gamson,	1992,	Talking Politics



Carmichael &	Brulle,	2017



Carmichael &	
Brulle,	2017



http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-545448/From-blushing-laughter-fits-discover-REALLY-goes-heads.html

Media(ted)
representations

http://tophdimgs.com/429564-planet-earth.html



Carvalho	&	Burgess,	2005



https://i.ytimg.com/vi/iFlMQAppIpg/hqdefault.jpg

‘Language	(…)	is	not	merely	a	channel	through	which	information	about	
underlying	mental	states	and	behaviour	or	facts	about	the	world	are	
communicated.	On	the	contrary,	language	is	a	‘machine’	that	generates,	
and	as	a	result	constitutes,	the	social	world.	This	also	extends	to	the	
constitution	of	social	identities	and	social	relations.’

Jørgensen &	Phillips,	2002



Broadbent,	2011	– COMPON	project

What about climate politics and collective (in)action?



Participant 1:	When you see something
along the lines of “The UN	is having
trouble coming to	a	conclusion”	
because [there are]	180	countries with
conflicting priorities,	nobody’s really
taking it that seriously,	and it doesn’t
provide me	any motivation to	do	
anything whatsoever.	It’s just,	it’s
depressing.	Great,	what next?	

Participant 2:	Yeah,	like,	if your
government doesn’t want to	do	
anything,	then it’s like,	“Why should I?”

Focus group 4	

Cross	et al.,	2015



Research Paradigms in the Social	Sciences

Positivist

§ Focus on ‘objective’	dimensions
§ Explanation; prediction and control

Interpretative

§ Focus on meaning-making processes
§ Understanding; reconstruction

Critical

§ Concern with power relations and inequalities (domination,	
marginalization,	exclusion,	etc)
§ Critique	and transformation;	restitution and emancipation

Guba &	Lincoln,	1994



How	has	the	meaning	of	climate	change	been	socially	constructed,	

reproduced	and	transformed,	and	how	do	discourses	relate	to	different	

social	practices?	

What	kinds	of	political	identities	and	subjectivities	have	(media)	discourses	

on	climate	change	been	constructing?

What	are	the	implications	for	collective	action	and,	more	specifically,	for	

political	consciousness	and	group	identity?	



My	argument

Multiple	discursive	processes	have	hampered	the	development	of	citizens’	
‘consciousness	of	the	possibility	of	change’	and	the	constitution	of	a	‘we’	to	
carry	it	out	…:

§ Universalization	of	responsibility	

§ Naturalization	of	(anthropogenic)	climate	change

§ Social	construction	of	the	global	scale	as	the	‘right’	locus	for	action

§ Hegemony	of	sustainable	development/ecological	modernization	

discourses

§ ‘Consensus	politics’	on	climate	change

...	contributing to	climate change’s post-political condition.

However,	meanings and ‘subject positions’	are	never fully fixed and change
could happen



Berglez &	Olausson,	2014

Sweden study

What do	you think are	the causes	of climate change?



Translation:
Corals are	dying everywhere
and it is our fault



Individual	micro-action to	
‘save the environment’

Diffusion/dilution of
responsibility

Berglez &	Olausson,	2014



Discursive
process

Definition Example from focus groups

Universalization ‘A	particular	interest is
represented as	the interest of
all.’	(Thompson,	1990:	61)

‘The climate threat concerns
everybody’;	‘it’s everybody’s
problem’;	‘it’s everybody’s
responsibility.’

Naturalization ‘A	state of affairs which is a	
social	and historical creation
may be treated as	a	natural	
event or as	the inevitable
outcome of natural	
characteristics…’	(Thompson,	
1990,	66)

The anthropogenic factor	as	
pure fact rather than a	
mixture of scientific facts and
historical and cultural	factors:	
‘It’s so obvious that human
beings have done this.’

Berglez &	Olausson,	2014



Berglez &	Olausson,	2014

Discursive
process

Definition Example

Universalization ‘A	particular	interest is
represented as	the interest of
all.’	(Thompson,	1990:	61)

‘The climate threat concerns
everybody’;	‘it’s everybody’s
problem’;	‘it’s everybody’s
responsibility.’

Naturalization ‘A	state of affairs which is a	
social	and historical creation
may be treated as	a	natural	
event or as	the inevitable
outcome of natural	
characteristics…’	(Thompson,	
1990,	66)

The anthropogenic factor	as	
pure fact rather than a	
mixture of scientific facts and
historical and cultural	factors:	
‘It’s so obvious that human
beings have done this.’

But the ‘we’	of
collective action

needs a	‘constitutive
outside’	



Broadbent et al. (COMPON),	2016

Scale of climate politics in the media



Meira &	Arto,	2008

Social representations of the scale of climate change
Social	representations	of	the	scale	of	climate	change



§ Promote	(hope	in)	technological	solutions
§ Advance	market-based	approaches	

and	‘green	consumption’	
§ Expert-led
§ Narrow	and	exclusionary	language	of	numbers,

models and	legal	jargon

‘[The UK	media	have]	restricted	the	debate	on	climate	change	mitigation	scenarios	by	
relying	on	calculation	and	monetization	of	emissions	as	the	starting	point.’	

Koteyko,	2012

The	Green	Economy

Hegemony	of	sustainable	development/ecological	modernization	
discourses	– suppression	of	transformative	discourses

‘[British	newspapers]	put	forward	solutions	to	climate	change	that	are	in-tune	with	a	
light-touch	version	of	‘sustainable	development’	or	(…)	a	‘carbon	consensus’.

Saunders,	Grasson &	Price,	2012	

Techno-managerial	discourses

https://niskanencenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/global-economy.jpg



Hopwood,	Mellor	&	O’Brien,	2005



‘Consensus politics’

International	organizations	such	as	the	WTO,	the	IMF	and	the	World	Bank	
have	claimed	to	embark	on	‘climate	protection’	while	remaining	silent	
about	their	role	in	causing	the	problem.	

‘Climate	protection	as	an	empty	signifier’
Methmann,	2010

e.g.	The	World	Bank	has	called	for	‘low	carbon	growth	strategies’	and	the	WTO	
has	argued	that	the	‘increase	in	income	that	trade	brings	about	can	lead	society	
to	demand	better	environmental	quality’



De-politicization	of	climate	politics	&	climate	communication



Climate change’s post-political condition

§ ‘Consensus’	views (but consensuses are	always limited)

§ No	conflicting viewpoints about future	direction of society

§ No	confrontation between ‘real’	alternatives towards sustainable futures	

§ Obscuring structural and historical causes	– precludes critical inquiry

§ Lack of democratic,	plural	debate	

...

Þ Is UNRISD’s proposed transformative change of social	and
political relations doomed?



Searching	for	re-politicizing	communication	practices

http://www.theenergycollective.com/sites/theenergycollective.
com/files/imagepicker/69592/pic2_436.jpg

http://groups.globaljustice.org.uk/manchestercentral/files/2011/11/climate-justice.jpg

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2011/mar/02/climate-camp-disbanded

http://systemchangenotclimatechange.org/



2012



I’ve grown quite	cynical and jaded over time,	and it
just makes me	sad to	think about climate change and I	
don’t think anything’s happening.
Group 1	

We have the ability,	we just don’t take action.	We’re
apathetic.…We just don’t do	anything together about
it.	But I	think we have the ability if we actually started
now,	to	work on it.
Group 5

You have to	do	more	than just tell them there’s a	
problem.	You have to	give them the idea they have
some	way to	do	something about it.	
Group	3

Canada	study

Cross	et al.,	2015

http://30c1be84fhhqj3xa1lmshckme.wpengine.netdna-cdn.com/wp-
content/uploads/cache/2015/10/shepard_fairey_global_warming_print/866293997.jpg





‘Participants were especially excited by stories of what one might call
entrepreneurial activism or everyday heroism— that is,	tales	of people who,	
through their own initiative,	creativity and volition,	open	up new spaces for	
political engagement,	both for	themselves and for	others.

[The]	combination of revelation (“I	had no	idea?”)	with agency (“I	want to	
join this party”)	is much easier to	generate in a	local	context.

(...)	the most important effect of news about climate activism was to	
disrupt,	if only for	a	moment,	the cynicism that otherwise dominates how
we think,	feel and act with respect to	climate change.’

Cross	et al.,	2015



Researching

communication practices

and possibilities for	

citizen political

engagement with

climate change



Research	challenges

E.g.	

Which	(media)	discourses	offer	alternative	forms	of	agency	and	redefine	
the	roles	and	rights	of	non-dominant	social	actors	in	the	politics	of	
climate	change?	

When	and	how	do	individuals	and	groups	develop	critical	interpretations	
of	the	dominant	discourses	and	engage	in	the	production	of	alternative	
discourses?	

How	do	organizational	conditions	and	knowledges weigh	in	on	
communication	practices	that	defy	the	political	‘common	sense’?

What	discursive	space	do	those	discourses	acquire?	
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